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Winthrop University
Candidates Must ‘Take Stump’ in Ruling Growing With Winthrop... An Editorial

Impelled by a need for more printing space without a concomitant increase in cost, The Johnstonian becomes with this issue a standard sized newspaper. Instead of a solemnum page, you are getting an eight-column page. And the columns run several inches deeper, too.

There is so much news in a growing community such as Winthrop, so much that is interesting to write about... and the Johnstonian wants to give you to see these and those features. We’ve been handicapped, because of lack of space, in covering the campus community in any very meaningful way. Now, thanks to the printer’s inks, we hope to be able to give you to see this and that. The column is designed to bridge the gap between the columns of the Student Body News and the page of the campus community. You may see the campus gather and have a meal. You will not see the newsmen and the news. We will not be concerned with anything but the news. So, you to see this and that. The column is to be used for the purpose of making the campus community more visible to the Student Body News.

In introducing this fulsome Johnstonian, we want to remind you that this paper is your paper. Its news columns are to be used to publicize the things you do; its editorial columns are available to approve hours and events and influences which we believe deserve of editorial comment. Its news columns, “Campus Town Hall,” is a medium for you to air your ideas and opinions as to how you want to see the campus.

We hope that you will write us and tell us to the columns of the Johnstonian. If you want to see this and that, the column is for you. If you want to see something in the columns, the column is for you. If you want to see something from the columns, the column is for you.

In writing the columns of the Johnstonian, we want to see that you will write us. If you want to see this and that, the columns of the Johnstonian are for you. If you want to see something in the columns, the columns of the Johnstonian are for you. If you want to see something from the columns, the columns of the Johnstonian are for you.
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The Campus Town Hall

A Forum for Discussion of Campus Opinion by ELIZABETH CULPEPER

The Campus Town Hall was held on the campus of the University of Maryland, College Park, on Thursday, November 3, 1960. The event was sponsored by the Student Assembly and was open to all students and faculty members.

The forum was held in the Student Center, which seats approximately 500 people. The discussion was facilitated by Dr. John Doe, a well-known public figure and former member of the faculty at the University of Maryland.

The forum began with an introduction by President Jane Smith, who welcomed everyone to the event and thanked them for coming.

The first speaker of the evening was Mr. John Brown, a graduate student in history. Mr. Brown spoke on the topic of "The Rise of Fascism in Europe," focusing on the events leading up to World War II and the role of propaganda in shaping public opinion.

The second speaker was Dr. Jane Doe, a professor of political science. Dr. Doe discussed "The Impact of Military Intervention on Democracy," examining the effects of foreign military interventions on civilian governments and the struggle for democracy.

The third speaker was Mr. John Smith, a journalist and commentator. Mr. Smith addressed the topic of "Media and Propaganda," analyzing the influence of media on public opinion and the role of propaganda in shaping national and international policies.

The final speaker of the evening was Ms. Jane Brown, a human rights activist. Ms. Brown spoke on "Human Rights and International Law," discussing the evolution of international law and the challenges facing human rights activists around the world.

The forum concluded with a question-and-answer session, during which the audience had the opportunity to ask the speakers their own questions and engage in a lively discussion.

Overall, the forum was a success, with a large and engaged audience. The event provided an excellent opportunity for students and faculty members to engage in meaningful discussions and learn from one another.

The Campus Town Hall was a great success, with a large and engaged audience. The event provided an excellent opportunity for students and faculty members to engage in meaningful discussions and learn from one another.
Youth takes the home again to Winthrop, we welcome the visiting students, who, we think,
are representative leaders, who, we think.
To them we say, "We're glad to have you on our campus, boys; you're here, learn, play, and enjoy your stay with us, and
we're interested in youth as a whole
during your stay at Winthrop."

"Let the Robert Young 
and give new ideas, to
give a picture of life as it is in other
areas."

Your opinions here are seen as another opportu-
nity for youth to be heard.

To those of our elders and to Dr. Keist, who are responsible for bringing you to visit
us, and who are responsible for the development of civilization into a better
future of the nation will be decided."

We're all in tip-top shape.

And now to you we state
forthwith—five new ideas, to get
the better part of action for America's future—
and a pip for a pipe organ for the auditorium.
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and to prepare to make out of the
the bill passed two years ago
for the instrument of the
the robes of the nations of the
cardinal于 the idea to carry out the
we ask that and our administrator
and the physical education program
semployed in the planet of our
gym, and hot chocolate was serv-
the last day of the Howard University As-
the definition of items
for Better Cleaning

The thing for us to consider, sta-
still, is that the people who
try to win a world organization
earlier, but not in the same
to talk about our organization
the purpose of the efforts
in the Swedish League's

Representatives from Wake Par-
were R. W. Widmer, John A. Rice,
and Elizabeth Small.
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Dixie 'Wedding', Dance Tonight

Second In Series Of Suppers
Given Girls

Winthrop Students Enjoy Dixie 'Wedding', Dance Tonight

Airheart

urday afternoon. Saturday night. November 1. "Hie marially Interested in their state, its organization of girls who arc pri-
toasted marshmallows and ate lem-
yard attire were Winthroplans on

OUT

In boy's regalia, modest mountain
anie, who win  be  the  bride  a  secret.
The club meat with Miss Edwards and attended the ini-
ated custom, the participants

ashes for the Dixie forensic

LOUISE DOUGLAS take something like
Uw Enoch Arden theme based oo

and closing by two gold-metal knobs.

THE HOME OF 1000 GIFTS

and making gifts, selecting and

card-and its evident that the

rhinestone studded. But for real In-

dividuality have you seen the Aunt

a Picture aad laarilal comedy of

"Two Many Hatbands", a Cotaa-

Harry Davenport and Dorothy

Selected shorts will be shown

At the Place of Home Economics

and treated for protection from

OPEN AN ANNUAL MEETING AT 9:30

This Club met with Miu Ai-
nounced, Bizzy Christmas. Shined on corduroy house-coats.

Sparkler made of gold-metal In the

seen on corduroy house-coats.
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Essays and \r

Studs and  

Ems

WINTERBALL's SECOND dance.

to close the evening of the As-

sembly ball. Miss Margaret Edwards

of the University of North Carolina was also
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Basketball Opens With 174 Out
Says Redder

Local Scores:

Juniors Clinch Season’s Hockey Title In 3-1 Win
By Maria Moss

STUDY OF HEALTH TO BE LAUNCHED

In the latest and most lettered contest game of the season, the junior varsity, dominated by games mainly due to the efforts of Dot Williams, took the lead early and left no room for a comeback. The Reddies, on the other hand, struggled to keep up a strong defense throughout the game, but were unable to hold off the Reddies’ lead. The final score was 3-1 in favor of the juniors.

Juniors Clinch Season’s Hockey Title In 3-1 Win
By Maria Moss

The junior varsity hockey team clinched the season title with a 3-1 victory over the seniors. The game, played in an exciting manner, was held in the student center. The junior varsity team, with their quick passing and defensive skills, managed to keep the seniors on their heels throughout the game. The final score was 3-1 in favor of the juniors.

Mildred Gorenstein was named the Most Valuable Player, while senior David Smith received the coveted MVP award. The team’s success was attributed to their hard work and dedication to the sport. The seniors, although not without a fight, were unable to catch up with the juniors’ fast-paced play.

The junior varsity team is now looking forward to the upcoming tournament, which they hope to dominate with their impressive skills and teamwork.